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About Us: FYC is an elected body that represents and supports all first years at McGill. We are a group of five executive members. Our role is to serve McGill’s diverse community of students and to aid these students in their transition into university. It is our job to bring solutions to problems facing the first year students, plan awesome events and help all first year representative groups collaborate.

Meetings: bi-weekly meetings on Fridays (last 2 meetings on October 4th and October 18th)

FYC Fee: Campaigning to keep fee of $0.50. Voting for this fee to remain, you are facilitating the inclusion of first year students at McGill

Coronavirus:
● STEMi Formal: planned with other first year groups like FUSS, EUSJC, etc
  ○ March 19th but cancelled
● Hoping to have: roundtable (to discuss discuss and promote cooperation from all first year groups and reps), more smaller events (eg. during finals): Had to be cancelled

SSMU Legislative Council: actively engage all of FYC in leg council meetings by reading over motions and voting for each one
● VP external then votes based on what majority of FYC voted
  ○ Involves all of FYC rather than just one exec position

Going Forward
● Exit reports from all executives